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I had worked on a couple of projects with James already. He had an understanding of my capabilities,
and I knew James was doing awesome stuff that I wanted to be involved in. This project was going to
be different from the usual stuff I had done before.

On the 8th December 2015, James sent me an email. "You got time to do a chat sometime soon? I
have an idea". We hooked up.  James wanted a book of maps of early modern-style buildings and
fortifications and other constructs.

"How many?" I enquired.

"I was thinking 128 maps."

Time stopped. OMFG! Can I even do that? It takes a while to do a map, even when you are making
it up on the fly.  This needed research, visual references, and an education on the 17th Century and the
kind of structures that were in existence or built during that time.  This was going to be a colossal
undertaking, and will likely take me a year to work on.  I really need to think about this very, very
carefully… "Yeh, I'm in!"

My fate was sealed.

The project started in earnest on 9th January 2016. From that point, my book-retailer account took a
beating from purchasing reference books, and my internet browser became a forest of bookmarks. The
project became a 17th century, architectural rabbit hole, and I had fallen in. This century was both a
cruel and beautiful period of time, in equal measure.

It has taken over a year to complete the core of 114 pages of structures, but here we are, and here it is,
in your hands or on your screen. This has been a considerable undertaking, right up there with my loft
conversion!

I feel like I have learned so much from this project, and it was an honour to have been asked to do it.
My thanks to James, and of course the other awesome people that helped put this together in its final
form.

If you can flip through this book and come up with an idea for a game encounter, session or even
campaign, then I have achieved what I personally set out to do, and you have made an Englishman very
happy. If you enjoy the book consider telling others about it, maybe even write a review or mention it
on your blog. You can even tell me where I fucked things up. I'd love to hear about your experiences
with it at monkeyblood@outlook.com.

Most importantly, happy gaming.

Glynn

May 2017

mailto:monkeyblood@outlook.com.
mailto:monkeyblood@outlook.com
mailto:monkeyblood@outlook.com.
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My name is John Benjamin Williams. I am a
English cartographer and architect employed with
the Staffortonshire Trading Company. Small in
size, but with powerful connections, they trade
commodoties all around the known world,
particularly in Europe. This is what people see
me do and hear me say. However, that is not
why I am employed by the Staffortonshire.

For the past twenty years I have travelled the
globe as a spy for the English crown. My master
was Sir Edmund Wright, former Lord mayor of
the City of London, who’s soul now rests with
God.

My missions are not something that has been
done lightly, or without considerable danger.
Aside from malignant fever, black death, ague,
scurvy, consumption, bad blood, and visitations
of God, murder and fate have always been close.

The first journey across the Atlantic ocean where
ferocious storms almost cost myself and the crew
our lives. The frontier coast of North America,
with savage natives. Then there was my capture
by the Spanish and detaining at St Augustine as
a suspecteed spy. I was tortured but held firm to
my story. They sent me back to Spain as a
prisoner, but I escaped once on the mainland.

Spies with powerful allies have considerable help,
and I continued my travels through France,
Germany, Italy, and down the coast towards
Greece and the domain of the Ottoman Empire.

After leaving Malta in a captured Ottoman
galley, we sailed through the islands of the
Mediterranean Sea. Here, we were attacked by
pirates and I feigned being a captive. The pirates
took me to Anatolia, and freed me. I made allies
here and learned to speak as the natives and pass
cursory interactions with anatolian officials.

My time in the barbarous lands of the Ottoman
Empire as an English spy, was the most
dangerous of my life, and I gained passage
quickly to India to find the fabled mausoleum in

Agra. The trip back by land was as dangerous as
any I had travelled. Returning via Persia and back
through Anatolia, my eventual passage back
towards Europe was a welcome one. I had need
to visit Moscow and the Kremlin before heading
homeward.

It was in Holland that my longing for home was
curtailed by the desires of my masters. I headed
for Copenhagen and what was to be the least
favourite part of my trip, Svalbard. The whaling
operations in the frigid wastes of the northern
seas saw some of the harshest conditions I had
encountered, and my time there was one of
misery. The fluyt took us back to Holland filled
with a cargo of lamp oil. A month later I was
back in London and recovering from a violent
cold.

Now in my sixtieth year, the year of our lord
1674, my health is failing. Before I lay down with
God, I complete and compile the cartographic
works created during my travels for the
Staffortonshire, and ultimately the English cause.

John Benjamin Williams — 1674

mailto:monkeyblood@outlook.com.
mailto:monkeyblood@outlook.com
mailto:monkeyblood@outlook.com.
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Kitchen

Hall

Butler’s
Pantry

Northwest
Room

Southeast
Room

Southwest
Room

Dining Room

Entrance Porch
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This mansion is called Swakeleys.
It was built by Sir Edmund Wright,

a merchant from Cheshire.
He became Lord Mayor of London in 1640.

Northeast
Room

Northwest
Room

Southeast
Room

Southwest
Room

Saloon

South
RoomStaircase
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Timber-framed roof, covered in clay tiles

Glazed and
leaded windows

H
ea

rth

Sundial

Raglan stone
chimney stacks

Raglan stone construction

H
ea

rth

Inscription above doorway detailing
benefactor and construction date
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Officer’s Quarters
Kitchen/Food Storage

Pitfalls (all around sconce)

Cannon placements. (timber supports beneath
to prevent cannons getting stuck in mud).
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C
lose tim

ber-fram
ed

structure with
wattle & daub

wall infill.

C
lay tiled roof

G
lazed leaded windows

W
ooden floors above supported on tim

ber rafters

Stairwell up

H
all

Parlour

Bedcham
bers to floors above

H
earth

Sm
oke

bay

Sm
oke vents through

roof tiles in sm
oke bay

Three storey section
Two storey section
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Thatched roof

Simple wooden mullion window.
Sliding horizontal shutter to inside.

Stone chimney
stack

Hall

Wattle & daub wall construction.

Timber-framed structure.
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Close timber-framed
structure with
wattle & daub

wall infill.

Clay tiled roof

Glazed leaded windows

Stairwell down

Wooden floor supported
on timber rafters

H
ea

rth

H
ea

rth

Flues from hearths below

Stairwell up

Hall Parlour

Chamber Chamber

Brick chimney stack and pots
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Close timber-framed structure with
wattle & daub wall infill.

Clay tiled roof

Glazed leaded
windows

Stairwell up

Wooden floor
supported on
timber rafters

Flues from hearths below

Hall

Parlour

Chamber

Brick or stone
chimney stack and pots

Hearth

Hearth

Stairwell up Stairwell down

Stairwell down

Chamber

Chamber

Chamber

Chamber

Chamber

Wooden floor
supported on
timber rafters

Service
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Keep

Well

Moat

Moat

Moat

Sally
Port

Triple Gatehouse

Old buildings
in this western location
demolished by this time.
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ry
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Pantry
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Chapel
Open to

Chapel below

Open to
Chapel below

Open to
Great Hall below

Great
Hall

Open to
Great Hall below

Gallery
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Octagon
Tower

Northern
Gateway

Keeper’s
Lodge

Pantry

Kitchen Buttery Great Hall
North Tower

Clay tiled roof

Stone mullion and
transom windows infilled

with leaded glass
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Lead sheet roof

Great Hall
South Tower

Great Hall

Chapel

Vault/Dungeon
To Ground Level

Original 13th century limestone building

Stained,
glass window
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Keep is original limestone
structure from 11th century.
Minor changes throughout

the centuries.

Steps up to
first floor and roof level

All doors iron-banded,
heavy oak doors.

The keep’s south towers were slighted
after the civil war to prevent its

use as a defensive position in the future.

KitchenStore

Store

Fireplace

Portcullis

Garderobe
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Fireplace

Steps up to roof level
and down to ground level

Steps down to
first and ground floors

Great Hall

Lead sheet roof

Pointed lead sheet roof to drum towers

Private
chambersConstable’s

chambers

Private
chambers

The drum towers battlements are higher
than the other battlement. Doors access into the

drum towers, where additional rooms for
guards and servants are located.

Wooden ladders
used to access drum
tower battlements
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Drawbridge

Drawbridge pivot point

G
ate

ho
us

e 
se
cti

on
Ba

rb
ica

n 
se
cti

on

Moat

Murder hole

Portcullis recess

Portcullis recess

Wooden ladders
to access upper
level. Ladders

can be removed
so as to make
gatehouse a

defensive position

Chain pulleys
to raise/lower
drawbridge

Portcullis

Portcullis

Gatehouse/barbican are original
stone structures from 11th century.

Minor changes throughout the centuries.

The gatehouse was slighted after
the civil war to prevent it’s use as a

defensive position in the future.

All doors iron-banded,
heavy oak doors.

Steps down
to upper level

Steps up
to roof

Back of drawbridge
tips into ground recess
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NaveWest
Tower

Aisle

Aisle

Porch

Pathway to Lychgate

Bell housed
in Belfry.

Commonly referred to as a Perpendicular Church,
the church was originally built in the early 13th century
as a long rectangular building, and modified over time

to include the aisles, porch, and tower.
Many earlier features remain.

Chancel

The grounds contained
no gravemarkers as this was not
generally commonplace until
the late 17th century due to
material availability and cost.

Stone construction, with clay tiles.

Stained-glass windows.
Many were smashed by Puritans during the English Civil War.

Battlements

Buttresses

The church was
oriented

as east-facing.
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Water reservoir and
sluice gate.

Buttresses

Underground water feed pipe,
enters basement at high level.
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Waterwheel

Stairwell up

Stairwell down

Pulley wheel

Water feed pipe from
reservoir (at high level).

Lo
w 

wa
ll

Drive belt feeds from basement
pulley wheels to drive

high level main drive shaft.
Various drive belts of main
drive shaft to drive saws.
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Timber or
flagstone floor
on oak joists.

Stone steps up to
opening in floor above.

Rough stone built tower.

Sturdy oak door.

Opening
to stairs.

Small window openings
in opposite side of tower.
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Nave West
Tower

Aisle

Pathway to
Lychgate

Bell housed
in Belfry.

This chapel is built in the Perpendicular form.
It is built during the turmoil of the English Civil War.

Many became garrisons for Parliamentarian troops during the war.

Chancel

Narrow stairwell to belfry

Stone constructionStained-glass windows.

Battlements

Buttresses

The chapel is east-west aligned

Aisle

Flagstone floor and whitewashed walls.

The grounds contained
no gravemarkers.
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Opening

Pump shaft.

Horse Arm and drum
rotate on

central support

Pulley
wheel

Oak support frame

Drum

Arm

Horse drives arm round to wind rope on to drum.
Reverse direction to lower rope

Used to raise flood water from
bottom of mine.
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(fuel and green hops)

Half-timbered weatherboarded walls

Clay kiln

Hop cooling floor Hop drying floor

Hole in floor for bagging
dried and cooled hops

Outline of bags

Hoist
gantry

Hoist
gantry
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1. Chapel
2. Hall
3. Kitchen
4. Pantry/Store
5. (a-t) Tenements

Inner Courtyard
(North Quadrangle)

Inner Courtyard
(South Quadrangle)
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Built in 1578 by a
wealthy Ipswich merchant

Orange brick with
blue brick diapering

Stone mullioned windows
with leaded glass.

Staircase windows provide
views overlooking the River Orwell.

Hall

Reception

Tapestry Room

Music Room

Painting Room

Literature Room Astronomy
Balcony
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Furnace
Pond

Dam with sluice gates

Blast furnace

Finery forge

Wood cutting area.
The wood was burnt in smoldering pits to turn

it into charcoal ready for furance fuel

Iron ore extraction
from open pits

Shallow pits infilled
after ore extraction

Woodland

Cartway roads

Slag
heaps

Charcoal
heap
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Casting pit

Waterwheel powered
by water fed from

furnace pond via aqueduct

Bellows operated by cams
on shaft driven by waterwheel

Charging
bridge

Blast furnace clad in stone

Molten iron channeled
into casting pit. Used to cast cannons.

Aqueduct
Furnace

Brick walled furnace,
clad in stone

Iron ore and charcoal placed into top of furnace

Waterwheel
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Stone chimney over forge

Stone building with
wooden lean-to

Waterwheel powered
by water fed from

furnace pond via aqueduct.

Waterwheel drives shaft
with ratchet that raises

drop hammer, falling due to weight
and gravity onto anvil.

Forge for
heating pig iron

Wooden boards
over stream.

Enrance from blast furnace.
Pig iron ingots bought in to turn into wrought iron.

Tiled roof (slate or clay)
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All stairs up to
First Floor

Nurse’s
Kitchen

Nurse’s
Room

Large
Room

Master’s
Parlour

Master’s
Kitchen
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All stairs except tower stairs
are down to Ground Floor

Up to Second Floor,
and down to Ground Floor
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Up to Third Floor,
and down to First Floor
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Rear entrance lobby for
animal handlers, actors and entertainers
and stairwells to upper stalls above.

Cockfighting
Pit

Stage Area
(Used for plays)

Backstage

Mains entrance lobby
for public/spectators

and stairwells to
upper stalls above.

Tiered lower stalls

Tiered lower stalls

Trap door with
steps leading
down into

animal storage area.

Stairwells up

Stairwells up

Steps up to seating
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Steps up to
ground floor

Open Area (greyed)

Edge of stage below

Tiered upper stalls

Tiered upper stalls

Stairwells down

Stairwells down

Backstage/Preparation Areas
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Dissection
table

Staircase
down to

cellar/cold
storage

Stairwells up to
viewng gallery

Stairwells down to
ground floor

Tiered standing and seating
sreas with balustrades
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Clay-tiled roof

The Pit

Wooden post for
chaining bear

Main Entrance
Secured with stout

timber doors

Stair wing for access
to upper tiers

To dog kennels and
bear cages

Tiered benches
for spectators

Timber-framed
construction with

wattle & daub infill

The ring could also function
as a playhouse,

with a stage supported on
removeable wooden trestles
extending out into the pit.

Partially showing
ground floor plan

Simple mullion
windows

Preparation
areas
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Second
Court

First
Court

Third Court
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Second
Court

First
Court
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Second
Court

First
Court
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Spiral
staircase

River
Cam

Balcony with
stained glass

window
overlooking river
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Hold hatch

Main Mast
Fore Mast

Mizzen Mast

Bowsprit

Prow or
Beakhead

Keel

Rudder

Forecastle
Sterncastle

The ‘top’
(look out)

Stern
Bow

Cargo hold
(Including ballast)

Main/Gun deck

Weather
(main) deck

Crew 50, 102 Passengers.
Displacement 180+ tons

Upper deck

Quarter
deck

Captain’s
cabin

Poop
deck

Cannon ports
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down

up

Tower Stone construction
with slate-tiled roof

Ground floor

First floor

Second floor

Third floor

Tower roof

Public Lobby and Reception

Main Customs Office

Secure
Storage
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Crow-stepped
gable end

Edge of roofline

Edge of roofline

Crenellated
battlements

Important
document
storage

Observation
Deck
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Area dug out to allow building to
stand largely below ground level.
This helped contain any blasts,

by forcing debris up rather than out.

Open windows
to allow

ventilation

Timber roof support posts
(stone or timber)

Storage area for
gunpowder and weapons
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Prow or
Beakhead

Cargo hold
(Including ballast)

Crew 10
Displacement 16 tons

The Onrust (English: Restless)
First ship to be built in New York State.

Fur trading vessel.

Pouncing
lion figurehad
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East towards
Atlantic Ocean
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‘Earthfast’ timber post
construction with

wattle & daub infill

Secure
Storage

‘Earthfast’ timber post
construction with

wattle & daub infill
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‘Earthfast’ timber post
construction with

wattle & daub infill

Stone
chimney stack
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‘Earthfast’ timber post
construction with

wattle & daub infill
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Cartwheels run on track
around mill to keep

sails facing the
wind direction

As viewed from
Access ladder
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Cargo hold
(Including ballast)

Crew 10

The first English-built colonial ship,
built at Popham colony.

Shown rigged for coastal sailing.

Bulkhead between
cabin and hold
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Support framework created
from bent saplings

Weather coverings
from woven grass or bark

Support framework created
from bent saplings

Weather coverings
from woven grass or bark
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Crop plantations
used for tobacco
initially, but later
in the century

turned to
experimenting with
rice, maize, barley,
wheat, rye, cotton,
and an orchard.

Gardener’s
House

To orchards To Middle Plantation
(later Williamsburg)
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Brick structure with clay-tiled roof

Private
Chamber

Private
Chamber
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False
Balcony
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Main corner support posts
set into ground to provide
stability against wind loads.

Wooden shingle or
thatch roof covering.

Timber framework and
platform construction.

Timber access
ladders.

Middle deck.
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Crew 110, Soldiers 90,
Displacement 492 tons
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Forward
Hold

Ship’s
Store

Captain’s
cabin
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Stone saddles
supporting
stone plinthStone platform to raise granary

above ground to protect from moisture.
Further raised on stone saddles to protect contents from rodents.

Stone
plinth

Timber planks form walls
between stone corner posts.
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Four harpies, each squirting water
from their breasts. Gilded bronze.

Mariblanca statue to top.
A misidentifed image of Venus.

Thought to be a representation of Faith.

Water

Water

Terrace

Terrace

Fountain constructed
from stone.

Lead pipework inside
structure for carrying water.
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Ornately-worked,
stone construction

The chapel had a
high, domed ceiling
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Ladder up to
Secondary
lantern level

down

up/down

down

up

up

up

down
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This building was built to house
two rural families

Aisled farmhouse with gable-wall facade.
Pairs of wooden posts

either side of the nave supporting trusses.
Mains walls constructed of stone,

and rendered.

Byre
(Cowshed)

Hoist timbers to raise and lower
grain/hay between loft and outside.
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La Chapelle TowerTrésor Tower

Comté Tower Coin Tower

Puits TowerBazinière Tower Bertaudière Tower Liberté Tower

Courtyard
of the
Well

Spiral staircases rise from
basement to roof, servicing all floors.
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Open to
Courtyard

below

Originally built in 1370 as a defensive strucure
for the city during the Hundred Years’ War.

The structure was used as a prison throughout the 17th century.
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Open to
Courtyard

below

Open to
Courtyard

below

Cannons positioned
on tower rooftops

Covered access to
spiral stairwells
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(Gardens)

Gardens

River Seine
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Grand
Staircase
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One floor
above in western

corner tower

Two floors above
in northern tower
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Staircase to
Upper Floor

Staircase to
Upper Floor
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Upper
Landing Upper

Landing
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Guard
room

Upper
Chapel

Lower
Chapel

Torture
room

Torture
room

Guard
room
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Two-man winch for
bringing ore to surface.

Opening

Ladder.

Winch support frame.

Ore buckets

Timber supports around
mineshaft to

prevent collapse

Mineshaft

Mine tunnels

Timber
supports
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Chimneys
with tiled tops
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Steps up to
first floor

Steps up to
West Tower

Down to
wine cellars

Steps down to
first floor

Steps down to
first floor
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Crucibles containing
raw materials

(silica, flux and lime)

Double wall constructed of fire-resistant bricks
(provides insulation)

Vent opening

Middle section allows access
for crucibles. Positioning closer

or further from central hole
allows better control

of molten glass production.

Central ‘eye’ hole
in middle level shelf

Hole to allow venting
into top section.

Top section used for
draft control and annealing.

Hardwood fuel burnt
in lower level

Access portal to feed/stoke fire
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40-foot-deep
moat

Guarded gates

Bastion with circular flanks

Central tower
with moat

Outer
roadway
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Steps up to wooden
platform level Sturdy

timber door

Clock and
mechanism
(Imported
from Italy)

Roof timbers to
support bell
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Building constructed
of stonework with a timber roof structure

covered in thin stone tiles.

Stairs up to
first floor

Stairs down to ground floor
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Polaccas were also outfitted with
pierced cannon ports when necessary

Lateen-rigged
Foresail

Lateen-rigged
Mizzen Sail

Mizzen
Top Sail

Crew 50
Displacement 120 tons
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Access
steps

Spiral staircases in
corner towers,

down to lower level

Ladders used to
access tower rooftops
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Gap between steps and tower spanned with walkway
(removed when under attack)

Spiral staircases in corner towers,
up to roof level
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Overhanging
bowsprit

Cargo hold
(Including ballast)

Cannon ports
(Eight 6-pdr broadside)

Poop
deck

Crew 50
Displacement 120 tons
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Guest
House

Ornamental
Pool

Ornamental
Pool

Servants’
Quarters

Servants’
Quarters

Charbagh
Gardens

Ornamental
Pool
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Constructed from
white marble

Decorative elements using
paint, stucco, stone inlays, or carvings.

In the form of calligraphic,
abstract or vegetative motifs.
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Stairs down to
underground crypt

Spiral staircases inside
minaret wind up to

balconies, and pinnacle.
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Sahn
(Courtyard)

Qubba
(Dome)

Minaret
(Tower)

Dotted line indicates roof edge

The Qibla wall always
faces Mecca

Pool/Fountain

Qibla wall

(Masjid is Arabic for Mosque)

Alcoves along outside wall at ground level
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Stairwell down to
foundation level

at both ends of bridge.

Stairwell up to
Pedestrian level

at both ends of bridge.

D
ecorated with

artistic tilework
and paintings.
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Ground floor constructed
of stonework or thick adobe walls

Hall
(Hayat)

Main Room

Stairs up to first floor

First floor constructed
of timber framework infilled

with adobe.

Raised
Area
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Room Room

Room

Mains walls constructed of Ashlar stone,
and rendered with adobe.

Sofa walls constructed of timber framework
Infilled with mud brick.

Mains walls constructed of Ashlar stone,
and rendered with adobe.
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Sahn
(Courtyard)

Qubba
(Dome)

Minaret
(Tower)

Entrance and stairwell to minaret gallery

Dotted line indicates roof edge

Mihrab
(Niche)

The Qibla wall always
faces Mecca

Pool/Fountain

Q
ibla wall
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Crew 8
Displacement 10 tons
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The outer surfaces of
the tent are covered in

sturdy canvas.
The inner lining is silk.

Ropes and pegs to
stretch the covering.

Entrance consists of
inner and outer
parting curtains.

The inside of the
tent is elaborately

decorated with embroidered fabrics.
Intertwining floral patterns
and flowers, such as tulips

(the Ottoman’s favourite flower).

Timber support pole,
into leather reinforced ground socket.

Post topped with golden finial.
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Tim
ber support pole,

into leather reinforced
ground sockets.

Entrance consists of
inner and outer
parting curtains.

The inside of the
tent is elaborately

decorated with intertwining
floral patterns and flowers,

including stylised
carnations and tulips.

Additional cartouches of
gold satin with arabic script.

The outer surfaces of
the tent are covered in

sturdy canvas im
pregnated

with copper com
pounds to

provide a cool,
pale green colour.

The inner lining is silk.

Ropes and pegs to
stretch the covering.
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Watch tower

Ropes and pegs to
stretch the covering.

Entrance
canopy/tent

Canvas screens
surrounding

encampment supported
on poles with
rope stay wires.

Tents for
guards and
advisers in
Enclosed

outer perimeter

Grand
Vizier’s tents

Outer perimeter tents
for guards and advisers
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Iniside the walls of the
Kremlin are contained many

cathedrals, churches,
chapels and monasteries.

Also contains administration
and military buidlings.

I Troitza Gate
II St.Nicholas Gate
III Church of St. Nicolas
IV Monastery of Miracles
V Cathedral of St Michael
VI Church of St. Clara
VII Belfry of St. Ivan
VIII Dormition Cathedral

Church of St. Basil
located outside Kremlin

walls (within Kitai-Gorod).
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Solid brick
construction

Timber roof construction,
with timber cladding

Timber roof construction,
with timber cladding

Solid brick
construction

Ports to allow defenders
to fire at attackers below.
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Four outer and
one central domes,
covered in gold.

Copper roof panels
Shaped to

form arched and
curved surfaces.

Pillars and walls decorated with frescoes.

Nave Main ApseAltar

Ic
on

os
tas

is

Limestone brick construction

Porch

Stairs up to loft/roof level

Side Apse

Side Apse
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Barracks
&

armoury

Road to Groningen

Road to
German border

Wooden bridges capable
of being raised during battle
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Ornate ironwork balustrade around
top edge of observation deck

Slope up

Part of adjoining
University complex

Central
shaft

Central steps up to
observation deck
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Metal cage suspended on
chain and filled with

wood and dried seaweed,
to act as fuel for fire.

Retaining chain
to keep lever
arm raised.

Main timber posts
buried into ground.

Stone plinth for
timber framework.

360 degree
swivel point.
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The ‘top’
(look out)

Weather
(main) deck

Crew 50.
Displacement approx. 180 tons
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Cargo hold
(Including ballast)

Captain’s
cabin

Hold hatch above

Hatch aboveHatch aboveDoor above to weather deck
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Worker dwelling and
store buildings.

Blubber ovens
(for making lamp oil)

Timber framed and
clad roof and walls
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Blubber prepration/cutting.
Two tiers of workers.

Oil filtering

Copper kettles
for rendering

blubber First
filtration

tank

Second
filtration

tank

Outlet and
barrel filling

Chimney
stack

Ramp for taking prepared
blubber to oven

Oil scooped out from kettles and into cooling crates.
When cooled, crates tipped into first filtration tank. When full, oil enters second tank.

Access undeer kettles
for stoking fires

Tanks on brick piers to allow
emptying of unfiltered pieces of blubber.

Cooling crates
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This section is intended to provide some real pieces of history that might work with the structures
included in this book to provide hooks and ideas for adventures and scenarios.

Roanoke Colony: This enclave of English colonists was a late 16th century attempt to establish a
permanent settlement in North America. Trouble with the natives and problems with supplies forced
their leader back to England to ask for assistance. Upon his return to the colony in 1590, the
settlement was deserted. No signs of struggle or battle were found, only the word “CROATOAN”
engraved on a fence post surrounding the settlement.

Dudley Castle: A royalist stronghold during the English Civil War commanded by Colonel Leveson, the
castle has been unsuccessfully beseiged once already by the parliamentarians. The second attempt by Sir
William Brereton is underway, but the Battle of Naseby has been lost and the king captured, so hope
is little. Colonel Leveson an three-hundred and forty royalist men are deciding on their fate.

Witch Trials: Johannes Junius, mayor of Bamberg was held as a witch after confessing to being seduced
by a succubus that threatened to kill him unless he renoucned God. He was attacked by more demons
and finally submitted. He took the witch name Krix, and was given a familiar named Vixen. He
confessed to regularly attending sabbats and rode on the back of a monstrous, flying, black dog. He
had also seen Beelzebub at a Black Mass. In a final letter to his daughter smuggled out from his
prison before his planned execution, he tells of his innocence.

Folly: A tower overlooking the River Orwell built by Lord de Freston, a wealthy Ipswich merhcant so
that his daughter could study a different subject on each floor for six days of the week. Is that really
what the tower is for?

Smeerenberg: In 1623 two Basque whaling ships employed by the Danes are driven away by the Dutch.
They return in 1625 to find their station had been damaged, the work of the Danes and English the
season before. The Dutch are seeking dominance of this valuable headland at the expense of all others.

The Bastille: In 1648 a civil war known as the Fronde Insurrection occurred in Paris to try and gain
power and control of the city. The regency government imprisoned several members of the Parlement
of Paris causing uproar and widespread violence. The regency government fled the city leaving behind a
garrison of twenty-two men in the Bastille. The Fronde have decided to attack the Bastille.

Virginia of Sagadahoc: The colonists at Popham Colony are constructing a ship to prove that the New
World forests can be used to build English ships. Their other expedition missions are to find gold,
river passage to China, obtain beaver fur, and find the Northwest Passage.
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The pages in this book often
include terms for which the
meaning may be unfamilar with
some readers, this glossary
intends to clarify those
meanings.

Adobe: a building material
made of mud and other organic
material.
Aisle: a walkway with seating
either side, within religious
buildings.
Almshouse: accomodation for
poor people founded by charity.
Anatomical theatre: a place
where dissection of humans and
animals is performed.
Apse: a semicircular recess.
Aqueduct: a channel used to
carry water.
Ashlar stone: finely dressed or
cut masonry.
Ballast: stones, rocks, or other
material added into a ships
hold to provide stability.
Barbican: a fortifed gateway.
Bartizan: overhanging, wall-
mounted turret.
Bastion: an angular fortification
often used as a cannon
emplacement.
Battlement: a defensive structure
along a wall or perimeter with
gaps in the parapet.
Bear baiting: The spectator
blood-sport where bears are tied
to a wooden post and dogs set
upon them.
Belfry: part of a building in
which a bell is housed.

Berth: a sleeping bunk on a
ship. Also a ship’s allotted
space at a dock.
Blast furnace: a vessel in which
fuel (wood/charcoal), iron ore,
and flux (limestone) are burned
at high temperatures to produce
molten iron.
Boatswain: a member of a ships
crew in charge of men and
equipment.
Bow: the front of a ship. Also
prow.
Bowsprit: a pole extending from
a ships prow.
Bulkhead: a divider between
below deck areas on a ship.
Bulwark: see bastion.
Buttery: a store for barrels,
bottles and butts of alcohol.
Buttress: a tapering structural
support, larger at the base,
often of stone or brick.
Byre: a cowshed.
Caravanserai: an inn with central
courtyard of Asian or North
African origin.
Chancel: area of a religious
building near the alter, reserved
for clergy and choir.
Chapel: a religious building,
often part of a larger non-
religious institution.
Charging bridge: a bridge
leading to the top of a furnace,
allowing wheelbarrows of flux
and iron ore to be added.
Cock fighting: a spectator
bloodsport in which specially
bred gamecocks (roosters) fight
each other.
Corps de garde: a guard house.

Crow-stepped: often referred to
on a building gable where the
gable is formed in stepped
stonework.
Crucible: a container capable of
withstanding high temperatures.
Cupola: a rounded dome
forming or adorning a roof or
ceiling.
Daub: plaster, clay, or mud
mixed with straw and used as a
covering, similar to adobe.
Diapering: decoration of a
repeating geometrical pattern.
Displacement: the weight of
water displaced by a ship.
Domus Capitularis: a chapter
house associated with a
religious building used for large
meetings.
Drop hammer: a large heavy,
hammer allowed to drop with
gravity, and used for forming
iron.
Drum tower: a fortification in
the form of a round tower.
Earthfast: set into the earth and
back-filled in place.
Fieldstone: stone in its natural
form (undressed).
Figurehead: a character or
animal carved and mounted to
the prow of a ship.
Finery forge: a hearth used to
refine pig iron into wrought
iron.
Finial: an ornament at the top
of a structure.
Flying Jib: a triangular sail that
sits ahead of the fore mast and
jib.
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Folly: a structure with no
purpose, other than a display of
wealth.
Fore mast: the mast on a ship,
nearest the bow.
Forecastle: a raised deck forward
of the fore mast.
Furnace pond: a pond of water
used to feed waterwheels for
production of iron.
Gable: a triangular wall at the
end of a structure forming the
ends of the roof.
Gaff: a pole (spar) allowing
fore and aft sails to be four
cornered.
Galley: a ship’s kitchen.
Gun deck: The deck of a ship
were the cannons are placed.
Hall: The main room off the
street for dwellings, and often a
main room in less wealthy
dwellings.
Headland: a promonotory of
land extending out into the sea.
Hellman: the crewman
responsible for steering a ship.
Hold: a place where a ships
cargo is stored.
Hops: flowers/seed cones used
in brewing.
Hornwork: a defensive structure
used to extend a fortification in
the direction of attack.
Horse gin: a horse-powered
mechanism used to raise and
lower coal or flood water from
mines.
Iconostasis: a wall of icons and
religious figures.
Infirmary: a place in a larger
instituion to take care of the
ill.

Iron ore: material dug from the
earth with high iron content.
Iwan: a three-sided rectangular
hall found in religious buildings
in the east.
Jib: a triangular sail that sits
ahead of the fore mast.
Keel: the bottom of a ship.
Kitai Gorod: a fortified area of
Moscow.
Kremlin: a Russian castle.
Larder: a cool room for storing
food.
Lateen: a triangular sail on a
long yard (pole).
Leaded windows: glass windows
made of small panes each
retained by lead edging.
Leeboard: A board on the
leeward side of a vessel to
prevent tipping and drift.
Lychgate: a gateway to a
churchyard with roof.
Main mast: the main mast of a
ship.
Main sail: the sail attached to
the main mast of a ship.
Malefizhaus: a building used to
hold and tortured suspected
witches.
Mariblanca: a female statue of
uncertain origin.
Masjid: mosque.
Mihrab: a niche in the wall of a
mosque pointing to Mecca.
Minaret: a slender tower often
associated with a mosque and
used to call muslims to prayer.
Mizzen mast: a ships mast that
is aft of a main mast.
Moat: a fortification around a
structure comprising a ditch

which can be dry, water-filled
or lined with spikes to face
attackers.
Mullion: a vertical bar in a
window, sometimes with glass
between.
Murder hole: a hole in the roof
of a defensive structure usually
a gatehouse in which defenders
can throw, fire, or pour onto
attackers below.
Nave: central part of a religious
building intended for the
congregation.
Oasthouse: a building consisting
of a kiln for drying and cooling
hops for brewing.
Orlop deck: lowest deck of a
ship which has three or more
decks.
Page: a young, male servant on
a ship.
Palisade: a defensive wall made
of logs, set into the ground.
Pantry: a room for food
storage.
Parlour: the main resting room
in a dwelling.
Pig iron: Unrefined iron with a
high carbon content (brittle).
Often refined further into
wrought iron.
Pitfall: a defensive pit filled with
spikes. Can be loosely covered.
Plinth: a raised area.
Poll end: the hub of a
windmills sails.
Poop deck: the highest deck of
a ship.
Port: left hand side of a ship.
Portcullis: a wooden or iron
grating lowered as a gate.
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Postern: rear or side entrance.
Postmill: a windmill where the
whole structure is supported on
a rotating post.
Powder magazine: a structure
used to store gunpowder, arms,
and ammunition.
Beakhead: a projection at the
prow of a ship.
Qibla: the direction to be faced
by muslims when praying.
Quarter deck: a raised deck on
a ship behind the main mast.
Qubba: an Arabic tomb.
Raglan stone: a building stone
found in Wales.
Rampart: a defensive structure
with a walkway, often protected
with a parapet.
Ravelin: a defensive outwork
similar to a bastion.
Reek: the sulphurous smell
created by drying hops.
Render: a wall covering of
plaster or adobe applied to
stone or brick.
Sahn: courtyard.
Sail stock: the main arms of a
windmill that carry the sails.
Sally port: a small opening in
the defenses to allow defenders
to exit to carry out manoeuvres
against attackers.
Saloon: a central state room.
Scullery: a small kitchen or
room used for washing dishes
and the like.
Silvermaster: the crew member
in charge of protecting a ships
silver cargo.
Sluice gate: a gate used to
control or shut the flow of

water from a reservoir or pond,
to a waterhweel via an
aqueduct.
Smoke bay: instead of a
chimney flue, an area of a
house sectioned such that
smoke from the hearth rise up
and out through the roof.
Sofa: the main living area in an
Ottoman dwelling.
Solar: private living and
sleeping quarters in a dwelling.
Specie: money in the form of
coins or ingots.
Starboard: the right side of a
ship.
Stern: the rear of a ship.
Sterncastle: a structure behind
the mizzen mast of a ship.
Sometimes referred to as
aftercastle or aftcastle.
Thatch: a straw, reed, or palm
leaf roof covering.
Threshing floor: a surface upon
which grain is threshed to
seperate the grain from the
chaff.
Tiller: a handle used to steer a
ships rudder.
Transept: parts of a cross-
shaped religious building which
project at right angles to the
nave.
Trestle: a support framework of
timber or iron for an elevated
structure.
Turret: a small tower usually on
top of a larger structure.
Vippefyr: a tipping light.
Watermill: a mill driven by
moving water. The mill could
be used to process flour (flour

mill) or drive a saw for slitting
wood (a slitting mill).
Waterwheel: a wheel with
receptacles used to catch water
fed from an aqueduct or natural
water course. When the
receptacle fills, gravity rotates
the wheel.
Wattle: a small sticks of wood
placed in a weave pattern
between timber supports of a
structure. Then infilled with
daub.
Weather deck: the main deck of
a ship exposed to the elements.
Weir: a barrier across a river
intended to allow flow control.
Windshaft: the shaft driven by
the sails of a windmill. This in
turn drives grinding stones to
make flour.
Wrought iron: iron with a low
carbon content.
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The following resources were used in the creation of this
book. Please be aware that hyperlinks were valid at time
of the compilation of this bibliography.

Page Map Title Bibliography and Resources
6 Mansion, England. Summerson, John: Architecture in Britain 1530-1830: UK: Yale University Press 1993

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Swakeleys_House_-_April_2011.JPG
http://www.british-history.ac.uk/rchme/middx/pp80-84
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Neale(1818)_p2.294_-_Swakeleys,_Middlesex.jpg

8 English School. http://www.burtonlatimer.info/trail/trail-A-04-The-Jacobean-School.html
https://historicengland.org.uk/services-skills/education/educational-images/old-school-burton-latimer-7273

9 Queen’s Sconce Fortification. Harrington, Peter: English Civil War Fortifications 1642-51: UK: Osprey Publishing Limited, 2003.
10 Typical English Shop. Harris, Richard. Discovering Timber-Framed Buildings. UK: Shire Publications Limited, 2015.
11 Typical English Dwelling, Small. See page 10.
12 Typical English Dwelling, Medium-

sized.
See page 10.

13 Typical English Dwelling, Large. See page 10.
14 Dudley Castle, England. Yorke, Trevor. English Castles Explained. UK: Countryside Books Limited, 2003.

Blocksidge, Edwin. An Illustrated Guide to Dudley Castle and priory, with a short general history from the earliest period. British
Library, 1885.
http://www.dudleycastle.org.uk/HTML/history.html https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dudley_Castle
http://www.revolutionaryplayers.org.uk/views-of-dudley-castle-c-1686-1876/

16 Dudley Castle, Elevations to
Eastern Domestic Range.

See page 14.

18 Castle Keep. See page 14.
20 Castle Gatehouse/Barbican. See page 14.
21 Parish Church, England. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St_Mary%27s_Church,_Aldridge
22 Watermill, England. Yorke, Stan. Windmills & Waterwheels Explained. UK: Countryside Books Limited, 2006.

http://www.wildlifereporter.co.uk/places/national-trust/49-dunham-massey-sawmill-at-dunham-massey-altrincham
24 Watchtower/Beacon, Wales. http://www.mostynestates.co.uk/the-north-wales-coast-watchtowers-17th-century/garreg-watchtower/

https://holywell.wales/visit-holywell/holywell-flintshire/
25 Chapel, England. http://wasleys.org.uk/eleanor/churches/england/east_midlands/leicestershire/staunton_harold/index.html

http://www.britainexpress.com/attractions.htm?attraction=3692
http://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/staunton-harold-church

26 Horse Gin. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Whim_(mining)
https://riseofcoalinbritain.wordpress.com/the-17th-century-1603-to-1712/

27 Oast House, England. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oast_house
http://oastandhopkilnhistory.com/

28 Almshouse, England. Saffron Walden', in An Inventory of the Historical Monuments in Essex, Volume 1, North West (London, 1916), pp. 228-260
http://www.british-history.ac.uk/rchme/essex/vol1/pp228-260

29 Folly, Ipswich. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freston_Tower
http://www.freston.net/tower/trust-appeal-floor.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=84HPESsYqKM
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1203980

30 Cathedral, London, England. http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/british/architecture_cathedral_01.shtml
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Old_St_Paul%27s_Cathedral

32 Ironworks, Sussex, England. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wealden_iron_industry
http://www.villagenet.co.uk/history/1543-ironmasters.php
https://www.wealdeniron.org.uk/history/
http://artuk.org/discover/artworks/wealden-hammer-forge-70308
http://www.fernhurstfurnace.co.uk/?page_id=23
http://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/sussex/vol4/pp54-58

33 Ironworks, Blast Furnace. See page 32.

34 Ironworks, Finery Forge. See page 32.

35 Hospital, England. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abbot%27s_Hospital
http://www.abbotshospital.org/
http://guildforddistrictin366days.blogspot.co.uk/2011_11_01_archive.html
http://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/surrey/vol3/pp547-560

38 Cockfighting Theatre, London. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cockpit_Theatre

40 Anatomical Theatre, England. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anatomical_theatre
http://extra.shu.ac.uk/emls/si-13/billing/

41 Bear Baiting Ring, England. http://shalt.dmu.ac.uk/locations/hope-1614-42.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hope_Theatre
http://www.british-history.ac.uk/survey-london/vol22/pp66-77
http://www.collectgbstamps.co.uk/explore/issues/?issue=200

42 College, England.

46 Library, England. See page 42.
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▪ Google Earth – https://www.google.com/earth/
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▪ Wikipedia – https://en.wikipedia.org
▪ British History Online – http://www.british-history.ac.uk
▪ The British Museum – http://www.britishmuseum.org
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cockpit_Theatre
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anatomical_theatre
http://extra.shu.ac.uk/emls/si-13/billing/
http://shalt.dmu.ac.uk/locations/hope-1614-42.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hope_Theatre
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http://www.collectgbstamps.co.uk/explore/issues/?issue=200
http://www.british-history.ac.uk/old-new-london/vol2/pp9-17
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/London_Bridge
http://www.victorianweb.org/technology/bridges/36.html
http://www.mayflowersteps.co.uk/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mayflower
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bangor_Old_Custom_House
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Onrust
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/videos/category/arts-culture/building-the-onrust/?no-ist
http://www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~nygreen2/hudson_quadricentennial_halve_maen.htm
http://www.argoshillwindmill.org.uk/design.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virginia_(pinnace)
https://www.flickr.com/photos/target_man_2000/5552402780
http://www.fortwiki.com/James_Fort
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Powhatan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Algonquian_peoples
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Powhatan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Green_Spring_Plantation
http://www.ludwell.org/
https://historicgreenspring.wordpress.com/green-spring-plantation-architecture/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fewucftU5hI
https://www.fountainofyouthflorida.com/exhibits/spanish-lookout/
https://www.staugustinelighthouse.org/get-involved/about-mission-uvp/history/
http://pixgrove.blogspot.co.uk/2011/08/horreo-singular-symbol-of-spain.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/H%C3%B3rreo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fountain_of_the_Harpies
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f8/Harpy_(detail),_Fountain_of_the_Boy_with_a_Thorn,_Island_Garden,_Aranjuez,_Spain.JPG
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f8/Harpy_(detail),_Fountain_of_the_Boy_with_a_Thorn,_Island_Garden,_Aranjuez,_Spain.JPG
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f8/Harpy_(detail),_Fountain_of_the_Boy_with_a_Thorn,_Island_Garden,_Aranjuez,_Spain.JPG
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mariblanca
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cordouan_Lighthouse
https://www.pierreseche.com/VAFranceEnglish.html
http://www.euskomedia.org/ImgsAuna/35021001.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bastille
http://www.emersonkent.com/history_dictionary/bastille.htm
http://www.frenchfriends.info/gallery/Paris/louvre/Artwork/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tuileries_Palace
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louvre_Palace
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palace_of_Versailles
http://chateau-versailles.npage.de/1-1-1-1643.html
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